Monotone travelling fronts in an age-structured reaction-diffusion model of a single species.
We consider a partially coupled diffusive population model in which the state variables represent the densities of the immature and mature population of a single species. The equation for the mature population can be considered on its own, and is a delay differential equation with a delay-dependent coefficient. For the case when the immatures are immobile, we prove that travelling wavefront solutions exist connecting the zero solution of the equation for the matures with the delay-dependent positive equilibrium state. As a perturbation of this case we then consider the case of low immature diffusivity showing that the travelling front solutions continue to persist. Our findings are contrasted with recent studies of the delayed Fisher equation. Travelling fronts of the latter are known to lose monotonicity for sufficiently large delays. In contrast, travelling fronts of our equation appear to remain monotone for all values of the delay.